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PRODUCT RANGE

A pocket door system without jambs and 
architraves, a concealed hinged door frame, 

hidden compartments and a baseboard.

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS SWING DOUBLE

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS AREO

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS BASEBOARD

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS SLIDE DOUBLE – 2x4 & 2x6

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS LUCE SINGLE - 2x6

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS LUCE DOUBLE - 2x6

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS SWING SINGLE

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS TECH

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS SLIDE SINGLE – 2x4 & 2x6



Standard sizes available in stock

ITEM DW DH

SWING SINGLE 24”÷36” 80” / 84” / 90”/ 96” / 108” / 120”

Dimensions are given in in

SWING SINGLE

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS COLLECTION

This solution provides a flush wall door design (seen below) for clean lines where the frame disappears into the wall. 
Doors can be painted or stained as required.

Long lasting and paintable
The aluminum frame has 
undergone anodization 
treatment against oxidation 
and then it is primer-coated to 
facilitate paint cohesion.
The frame is designed to avoid 
drywall from cracking around the 
door.

Spacer panels in OSB 3
1” thick and pre-assembled to 
guarantee a perfect squaring of 
the frame.

Tensioning rod
Special adjustable device, it 
helps keep the door panel in 
constant tension, improving the 
door flatness and guaranteeing 
coplanarity with the wall.

The hinges
3 concealed adjustable hinges 
(height, width, depth) for 
a perfect calibration of the 
perimeter size.

Note: when the door weighs 
more than 110 lbs (max 143 lbs) 
and the door is great than 96” 
or wider than 36” 4 hinges are 
required.
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ECLISSE SYNTESIS SWING has the possibility to install the 
door flush with the ceiling thanks to the option with no header.

This solution is available on special order.

ECLISSE SYNTESIS SWING
is available in double door version

SWING SINGLE - DOUBLE

ECLISSE
SYNTESIS COLLECTION

Very strong frame
The frame profile weighs about 1.35 lbs/ft.

NO drywall cracking!
The frame is designed to avoid drywall from cracking around the door.

With header onlyWith header Without header
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Standard sizes available in stock

ITEM DW DH

Kits 2x4 & 2x6 24”÷48” 80” / 84” / 90”/ 96” / 108” / 120”

Dimensions are given in in
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SLIDE SINGLE - DOUBLE 2x4 & 2x6

ECLISSE Syntesis Slide is the counterframe for pocket doors without jambs able to disappear completely in the wall.
The absence of jambs facilitates the integration of the sliding surface, merging technology and design in the name of modernity.

It is perfect for minimalist environments to give you a clean look.

Resin-coated integrated-
structure profiles
Vertical reinforced bars, top 
beam and the metal door stop 
are pre-treated with a special 
resin which aids the adhesion of 
the final finishing layer.

Pre-drilled horizontal bars
Quicker application of the 
drywall. The new micro drillholes 
allows the screw to enter more 
easily into the metal sheet, 
speeding up the installer’s work 
in the application of the drywall.

Door guide
Quick and easy to fit to the frame 
with no holes to drill into finished 
flooring, this guide cleverly 
guarantees a perfectly centered 
position.

Alignment bar
It allows a solid joint between 
the frame and the metal stop 
jamb during the installation. It 
guarantees a perfect centered 
position.
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ACCESSORIES

Innovating means developing more targeted solutions and giving customers exactly what it takes to make daily life more 
comfortable. ECLISSE has designed a series of automations and various accessories that make each

pocket door system unique.

ECLISSE BIAS
Soft closer – One Direction for 
single and double doors.
It is fully integrated inside the 
track and invisible from the 
outside.

VITRO - ADAPTER FOR 
SYNTESIS GLASS DOORS
Vitro is a glass door adapter for 
models of the ECLISSE SYNTESIS 
COLLECTION that can also be 
used with doors not supplied by 
ECLISSE.

ECLISSE BIAS DS
Soft closer – Both Direction for 
single and double doors.
It is fully integrated inside the 
track and invisible from the 
outside.

DOUBLE DOOR
CO-ORDINATION WITH BIAS
This device allows you to 
open and close the two doors 
simultaneously by moving only 
one panel.

HARDWARE FOR SYNTESIS SWING
It includes lock kit (both Passage and Privacy), gaskets, 
hinges, strike plate in Aluminum Chrome, White, 
Champagne, Bronze or Black.

A great warranty
The ECLISSE steel pocket door system is guaranteed for 12 years. 
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SYNTESIS SLIDE

SYNTESIS SWING SYNTESIS BASEBOARD

SELF-CLOSING DOOR HINGE
This hinge is a soft-closing 
mechanism that gently closes 
flush-to-the-wall wooden hinged 
doors. Max weight capacity 100 
lbs. with 3 hinges.

SYNTESIS BASEBOARD
It is a profile solution which is installed flush 
with the wall.
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